**Announcements**

For your client convenience, The Education Store has a new web page on Food Preservation – Gardening.

Check out this new resource featuring the new USDA Complete Guide to Home Canning, and five other popular publications and DVD's…plus over 50 more FREE Food Preservation/Gardening publications!

Attention: County Educators and Support Staff

We encourage counties

---

**Educational Materials Updated on the Web – April 2010**

**Botany and Plant Pathology**
BP-80-W Vegetable Diseases: Late Blight of Tomato and Potato
https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=BP-80-W

**Food Science**
FS-50-W Commercial Winemaking Production Series: Chlorine Use in the Winery
https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=FS-50-W

FS-51-W Commercial Winemaking Production Series: Treatment of Film Yeasts
https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=FS-51-W

FS-52-W Commercial Winemaking Production Series: Use of SO2 in High pH Wines
https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=FS-52-W

FS-53-W Commercial Winemaking Production Series: Fining with Bentonite
https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=FS-53-W

FS-54-W Commercial Winemaking Production Series: Wine Cold Stability Issues
https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=FS-54-W

FS-55-W Commercial Winemaking Production Series: Cork Quality Control
https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=FS-55-W

FS-56-W Commercial Winemaking Production Series: Preventing Refermentation
https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=FS-56-W

FS-57-W Commercial Winemaking Production Series: Wine Barrel Maintenance
https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=FS-57-W

FS-58-W Commercial Winemaking Production Series: Wine Storage Guidelines

FS-59-W Commercial Winemaking Production Series: Traminette Winemaking
https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=FS-59-W

FS-60-W Commercial Winemaking Production Series: Traminette Vineyard Management
https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=FS-60-W
to use the ED database for ordering as your orders are processed more quickly.

Please remember to hit your "Submit" key when placing an order through ED (Extension Database). This moves your order to our database for processing.

Any questions can be directed to media.order@purdue.edu at The Education Store!

---

Educational Materials Deleted as of March 2010

Consumer and Family Sciences
NCR-128 Family Daycare Exchange
NCR-169 Once Upon a Mind: Using Children’s Books to Nurture Self-Discovery

Knowledge to Go
1-888-EXT-INFO
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